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Abstract
The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope discovered two γ-ray emitting bubble-shaped structures
that extend nearly symmetrically on either side of our Galaxy and appear morphologically con-
nected to the Galactic center. The origin of the emission is still not entirely clear. It was recently
shown that the spectral shape of the emission from the Fermi bubbles is well described by an ap-
proximately 50 GeV dark matter particle annihilating to bb¯, with a normalization corresponding to
a velocity average annihilation cross section 〈σb v〉 ≈ 8×10−27cm3/s. We study the minimal hidden
sector recently introduced by Weinberg and examine to what extent its weakly interacting massive
particles (W -WIMPs) are capable of accommodating both the desired effective annihilation rate
into quarks and the observed dark matter density.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Beyond standard model (SM) physics models to be probed at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) often include the concept of a hidden sector, consisting of SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)
singlet fields. Independent of any model, the standard sector and the hidden sector are
coupled by interactions of gauge-invariant operators which illuminate the path for exploring
structures in the hidden sector by observing phenomena in the visible standard sector. A
tantalizing realization of this idea is provided by the Higgs portal, which connects the Higgs
fields in the two sectors by an elementary quartic interaction [1–8]. Such a construct moves
a precision study of the Higgs sector into a central position of new physics searches at the
LHC. Likewise, astrophysical observations open the gates for complementary information to
further test the Higgs portal hypothesis and to improve our understanding of the physics in
the hidden sector.
Around the Galactic center (GC), there exists a bright and spatially extended source
γ-ray emission peaking at energies of a few GeV. The spectrum and morphology of this
signal is consistent with one originating from dark matter annihilations [9–12]. Very recently,
evidence of this signal has been found from regions outside of the GC [13] in the directions
of the sky coincident with the Fermi bubbles: two bilateral γ-ray lobes centered at the
core of the Galaxy and extending to around 50◦ above and below the Galactic plane (i.e.,
r = ±10 kpc, where r is the distance from the GC) [14, 15]. At lower Galactic latitudes,
these structures are coincident with a nonthermal microwave “haze” found in WMAP 23−
33 GHz data [16] (confirmed recently by the Planck space mission [17]) and the thermal
x-ray emission seen by ROSAT [18].
Far from the Galactic plane (|b| & 30◦), the observed energy-weighted γ-ray spectrum
is nearly invariant with latitude and fairly flat (dΦγ/dEγ ∝ E−2γ ) over the energy range
observed by Fermi. The correlation found in the multiwavelength observations seems to
indicate that the bubbles (measured in the range of Eγ ∼ 1− 100 GeV) are produced by a
population of GeV−TeV electrons (with an approximately power-law spectrum dΦe/dEe ∝
E−3e ) via inverse Compton scattering of ambient low-energy photons, as the same electrons
can also simultaneously produce radio synchrotron radiations in the presence of magnetic
fields [14, 19]. The transparency of this elementary and self-consistent framework provides
strong support for a leptonic origin of the high-latitude emission from the Fermi bubbles.
Conversely, at latitudes closer to the disk (|b| . 20◦), the spectrum of the emission
correlated with the bubbles possesses a pronounced spectral feature in E2γdΦγ/dEγ peaking
at Eγ ∼ 1 − 4 GeV, which cannot be produced by any realistic spectrum of electrons [13].
This implies that a second (non-inverse-Compton) emission mechanism must be responsible
for the bulk of the low-energy, low-latitude emission. The spectral shape of this second
component is similar to the one reported from the GC. The intrinsic non-inverse-Compton
emission appears spatially consistent with a luminosity per volume falling approximately
as r−2.4 − r−2.8. As a consequence, the spectral feature visible in the low-latitude bubbles
is most likely the extended counterpart of the GC excess, now detected out to at least
r ∼ 2 − 3 kpc. Even though millisecond pulsars possess a spectral cutoff at approximately
the required energy, these sources exhibit a spectral shape that is much too soft at sub-GeV
energies to accommodate this signal [20].
The spectrum and angular distribution of the signal is broadly consistent with one pre-
dicted from ∼ 10 GeV dark matter particles annihilating to leptons, or from ∼ 50 GeV
dark matter particles annihilating to quarks, following a distribution similar to, but slightly
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steeper than, the canonical Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) profile. In either case, the mor-
phology of the γ-ray signal requires a dark matter distribution that scales approximately as
ρDM ∝ r−1.2−r−1.4; that is, the annihilation rate per volume is proportional to the square of
the dark matter density. Such a dark matter distribution is in good agreement with current
observational constraints [21].
For the 10 GeV dark matter candidate, the normalization of the observed signal requires
a velocity average annihilation cross section on the order of
〈στv〉 ∼ 2× 10−27 cm3/s = 1.7× 10−10 GeV−2 , (1)
up to overall uncertainties in the normalization of the halo profile [22]. This light
mass scenario has been further invigorated by various observations reported by the
DAMA/LIBRA [23], CoGeNT [24, 25], CRESST [26], and CDMS [27] collaborations, each
of which report signals consistent with a dark matter particle of similar mass. These four
experiments make use of different technologies, target materials, and detection strategies,
but each reports results that are not compatible with known backgrounds but which can be
accommodated by a light dark matter particle with a mass of about 10 GeV and an elastic
scattering cross section with nucleons of 1− 2× 10−41 cm2 [28–31].
Dark matter particles can elastically scatter with nuclei in the Sun, leading to their
gravitational capture and subsequent annihilation. Electrons and muons produced in such
annihilations quickly lose their energy to the solar medium and produce no observable effects.
Annihilations to taus, on the other hand, produce neutrinos which, for a 10 GeV, can be
observed by Super-Kamiokande. For the required branching into τ+τ− of about 10% – as
given by (1) – existing data constrain the dark matter spin-independent elastic scattering
cross section with protons to be less than 4× 10−41 cm2 [32, 33].
For the 50 GeV dark matter particle, the normalization of the observed signal requires a
velocity average annihilation cross section on the order of
〈σbv〉 ∼ 8× 10−27 cm3/s = 6.7× 10−10 GeV−2 . (2)
The XENON-100 Collaboration reported a 90% C.L. bound on the elastic scattering cross
section with nuclei of O(10−44 cm2) [34]. A later analysis arrived at alternative conclusions
allowing for a signal of two events with a favored mass of 12 GeV and large error contour
extending to about 50 GeV [35].
It is worthwhile to point out that the bounds from the combined analysis of 10 dwarf
spheroidals [36, 37], galaxy clusters [38], or diffuse γ-ray emission [39, 40] are not sensitive
enough to probe the velocity average annihilation cross sections (1) and (2).
In this paper we study the minimal hidden sector of Weinberg’s Higgs portal model [41],
and we examine to what extent its free parameters can be adjusted to explain the low-
latitude γ-ray emission from the Fermi bubbles. The layout of the paper is as follows. In
Sec. II we outline the basic setting of the model. In Sec. III we review the constraints related
to experimental searches for new physics at the LHC. After that, in Sec. IV we turn our
attention to the prospects for direct dark matter searches. In Sec. V we study the constraints
from cosmological observations. In Sec. VI we present the main results of this work. We
begin by constraining the parameter space in the Higgs sector along a correlation of the Fermi
bubbles’ γ-ray signal with the dark matter annihilation cross section into SM fermions. We
then further constrain the parameter space by matching the thermal relic abundance of dark
matter with the value inferred by cosmological observations. Lastly, in Sec. VII we explore
a region of parameter space which cannot accommodate Fermi observations but remains
interesting in itself. In Sec. VIII we summarize our findings.
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II. W -WIMPs
Weinberg’s Higgs portal model is based on a broken global U(1) symmetry associated with
the dark matter charge W : the number of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs)
minus the number of their antiparticles. The hidden sector contains a Dirac field ψ (carrying
WIMP quantum number W = +1) and a complex scalar field (with W = 2, so that its
expectation value leaves an unbroken reflection symmetry ψ → −ψ). All SM fields are
assumed to have W = 0.
The scalar potential consists of the SM component [s], the isomorphic component in the
hidden sector [h], and the quartic interaction coupling between the two sectors with strength
ηχ. The Lagrangian density for the scalar sector reads
L = |∂Φh|2 + |∂Φs|2 + µ2h|Φh|2 − λh|Φh|4 + µ2s|Φs|2 − λs|Φs|4 − ηχ|Φh|2|Φs|2 , (3)
where Φs is the SM scalar doublet and Φh is a complex scalar field. We separate a massless
Goldstone boson field α(x) and a massive radial field r(x) by defining
Φh(x) =
1√
2
r(x) ei 2α(x) , (4)
where r(x) and α(x) are real, with the phase of Φh(x) adjusted to make the vacuum ex-
pectation value (VEV) of α(x) zero. The SU(2)× U(1) symmetry of the SM is (of course)
broken by a nonvanishing VEV of the neutral component φ of the scalar doublet,
Φs =
1√
2
(
G±
vφ + φ
′ + iG0
)
, (5)
where vφ ' 246 GeV. The G fields are the familiar Goldstone bosons, which are eaten by
the vector bosons (i.e. the G± become the longitudinal components of the charged W boson
and G0 becomes the longitudinal component of the Z boson). In terms of real fields the
Lagrangian density (3) takes the form
L =
1
2
∂r2 +
1
2
∂φ2 + 2r2∂α2 +
µ2h
2
r2 − λh
4
r4 + µ2s|φ|2 − λs|φ|4 −
ηχ
2
r2|φ|2 . (6)
The U(1) symmetry of W conservation is also broken and r gets a VEV
r(x) = vr + r
′(x) , (7)
with vr real and non-negative.
We demand the scalar potential obtains its minimum value at
V = −µ
2
h
2
v2r +
λh
4
v4r −
µ2s
2
v2φ +
λs
4
v4φ +
ηχ
4
v2rv
2
φ . (8)
Physically, the most interesting solutions to the minimization of (8),
∂vrV = −µ2hvr + λhv3r +
ηχ
2
vrv
2
φ = 0 (9)
and
∂vφV = −µ2svφ + λsv3φ +
ηχ
2
v2rvφ = 0 , (10)
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are obtained for vr and vφ both nonvanishing
v2φ =
1
λs
(
µ2s −
ηχv
2
r
2
)
(11)
and
v2r =
1
λh
(
µ2h −
ηχv
2
φ
2
)
, (12)
respectively. To compute the scalar masses, we must expand the potential around the
minima
L =
1
2
(∂r′)2
+ 2v2r∂α
2 + 4vrr
′∂α2 + 2r′2∂α2
− λhv2rr′2 − λsv2φφ
′2 − ηχvrvφr′φ′ + · · · , (13)
where the dots indicate 3-point and 4-point interactions, as well as the SM interactions.
There is a mixing term present for r′ and φ′. We find the fields of definite mass by diago-
nalizing the mass matrix for r′ and φ′. We denote by H and h the scalar fields of definite
masses, mH = 125 GeV and mh, respectively. After a bit of algebra, the explicit expressions
for the scalar mass eigenvalues and eigenvectors are given by
m2h = λhv
2
r + λsv
2
φ −
√
(λsv2φ − λhv2r)2 + (ηχvrvφ)2 (14)
and
m2H = λhv
2
r + λsv
2
φ +
√
(λsv2φ − λhv2r)2 + (ηχvrvφ)2 , (15)
with (
h
H
)
=
(
cosχ − sinχ
sinχ cosχ
)(
r′
φ′
)
, (16)
where χ ∈ [−pi/2, pi/2] also fulfills
sin 2χ =
ηχvφvr√
(λsv2φ − λhv2r)2 + (ηχvrvφ)2
=
2ηχvφvr
m2H −m2h
, (17)
and
cos 2χ =
λsv
2
φ − λhv2r√
(λsv2φ − λhv2r)2 + (ηχvrvφ)2
, (18)
yielding
tan 2χ =
ηχvrvφ
λsv2φ − λhv2r
. (19)
The Goldstone boson in (13) has to be be renormalized so that it resumes the standard
canonical form. This is achieved through scaling α→ α′ = 2vrα, videlicet,
2v2r∂α
2 + 4vrr
′∂α2 + 2r′2∂α2 → 1
2
∂α′2 +
1
vr
r′∂α′2 +
1
2v2r
r′2∂α′2. (20)
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Adding in the dark matter sector requires at least one Dirac field
Lψ = iψ¯γ · ∂ψ −mψψ¯ψ − f√
2
ψ¯cψΦ†h −
f ∗√
2
ψ¯ψcΦh. (21)
We assign ψ a charge W = 1, so that the Lagrangian is invariant under the global transfor-
mation eiWα. Treating the transformation as local allows us to express ψ as
ψ(x) = ψ′(x)eiα(x). (22)
We can now rewrite (21) in terms of ψ′, α, and r
Lψ = iψ¯
′γ · ∂ψ′ − (ψ¯′γψ′) · ∂α−mψψ¯′ψ′ − f
2
ψ¯′cψ′r − f
2
ψ¯′ψ′cr , (23)
where we have taken f to be real. Once r achieves a VEV we can expand the dark matter
sector to get
Lψ =
i
2
(
ψ¯′γ · ∂ψ′ + ψ¯′cγ · ∂ψc′
)
,
− mψ
2
(
ψ¯′ψ′ + ψ¯′cψ′c
)− fvr
2
ψ¯′cψ′ − fvr
2
ψ¯′ψ′c,
− 1
2
(ψ¯′γψ′ − ψ¯′cγψ′c) · ∂α,
− f
2
r′
(
ψ¯′cψ′ + ψ¯′ψ′c
)
. (24)
Note that we have made the Lagrangian explicitly symmetric via relations like
ψc = Cψ¯T (25)
ψ¯cψc = (−ψTC−1Cψ¯T ) = ψ¯ψ (26)
ψ¯cγ · ∂ψc = −ψTC−1γC · ∂ψ¯T
= ψTγT · ∂ψ¯T = −(∂ψ¯ · γψ)→ ψ¯γ · ∂ψ . (27)
In (26) we used the Grassman nature of the spinor fields; in the second line of (27) we used
integration by parts to transfer the derivative onto the ψ field. Similar results can be found
for the other expressions.
Diagonalization of the ψ′ mass matrix generates the mass eigenvalues,
m± = mψ ± fvr, (28)
for the two mass eigenstates
ψ− =
i√
2
(ψ′c − ψ′) and ψ+ = 1√
2
(ψ′c + ψ′) . (29)
In this basis, the act of charge conjugation on ψ± results in
ψc± = ψ±. (30)
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This tells us that the fields ψ± are Majorana fermions. The Lagrangian is found to be
Lψ =
i
2
ψ¯+γ · ∂ψ+ + i
2
ψ¯−γ · ∂ψ− − 1
2
m+ψ¯+ψ+ − 1
2
m−ψ¯−ψ−,
− i
4vr
(ψ¯+γψ− − ψ¯−γψ+) · ∂α′,
− f
2
r′(ψ¯+ψ+ − ψ¯−ψ−). (31)
We must now put r′ into its massive field representation, for which the interactions of interest
are
−f sinχ
2
H(ψ¯+ψ+ − ψ¯−ψ−)− f cosχ
2
h(ψ¯+ψ+ − ψ¯−ψ−). (32)
This leads to 3-point interactions between the W -WIMPs and the Higgs boson of the SM.
In summary, instead of one Dirac W -WIMP, there are two Majorana W -WIMPs of dif-
ferent masses. However, the heavier W -WIMP will decay into the lighter one by emitting
a Goldstone boson, while the lighter one is kept stable by an unbroken reflection symme-
try. Therefore in this model we can expect that the Universe today will contain only one
type of Majorana W -WIMP, the lighter one w, with mass mw equal to the smaller of m±.
Throughout, ∆m = |m+ −m−| = 2|fvr| denotes the mass splitting of the W -WIMP states.
(The most common variables used in this article are summarized in Table I.)
A cautionary note is worth taking on board at this juncture. It has long been known
that the spontaneous breaking of a global U(1) symmetry has several disconnected and
degenerate vacua (the phase of the vacuum expectation value 〈0|Φh|0〉 can be different in
different regions of space, and actually we expect it to be different in casually disconnected
regions), leading to catastrophic domain-wall structures in the early Universe [42, 43]. In
the spirit of [42], it may be possible to introduce a small explicit breaking of the symmetry,
such that the domain walls disappear before dominating the matter density of the Universe,
while leaving (pseudo-)Goldstone bosons and the same dark matter phenomenology.1
The absence of new physics signals at the LHC place constraints on the model. We
discuss this next.
III. CONSTRAINTS FROM COLLIDER EXPERIMENTS
The recent discovery [49, 50] of a new particle with properties consistent with the SM
Higgs boson is without any doubt the most compelling news from the LHC. With the
measurements in various channels, a comprehensive study of the properties of the Higgs-like
state becomes possible and has the potential for revealing whether or not the Higgs sector is
as simple as envisioned in the SM. Since invisible decays reduce the branching fraction to the
(visible) SM final states, it is to be expected that B(H → invisible) is strongly constrained.
Indeed B(H → invisible) is known to be less than about 19% at 95%C.L. [51–54]. Thus, the
mixing of the SM with the hidden sector must be weak. Note that for ηχ  1 the relations
between masses and angles then become
m2h ≈ 2λhv2r , m2H ≈ 2λsv2φ, tan 2χ ≈
2ηχvrvφ
m2H −m2h
, (33)
1 Other approaches, if exceedingly fine-tuned, may offer alternative solutions [44–48].
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TABLE I: Definition of most common variables.
Φs SM scalar doublet
Φh Complex scalar field
φ Neutral component of the scalar doublet
r Massive radial field
α Goldstone boson
vφ Vacuum expectation value of φ
vr Vacuum expectation value of r
H SM Higgs boson
h Hidden scalar
ηχ Quartic interaction coupling between SM and hidden sectors
χ H-h mixing angle
w Lightest W -WIMP
∆m W -WIMP mass splitting
f Coupling between hidden Majorana fermions and complex scalar field
where we have assumed λsv
2
φ > λhv
2
r . For a Higgs width of about 4 MeV, the partial width
for decay into unobserved particles is found to be
ΓH→ invisible < 0.8 MeV . (34)
The phenomenology of a Higgs portal to the hidden sector depends on whether the SM
Higgs particle is lighter or heavier than the new companion. In this study we take mH > mh.
The decay rate into invisible stuff, ΓH→ invisible, has two distinct contributions: ΓSMH→ invisible
and ΓH→ hidden. The former is dominated by H → 2Z → 4ν, with an invisible Z branching
ratio of 4%. The 4ν rate can be predicted from observed decays H → 2Z → 4l. For the
sake of simplicity, hereafter we will omit the contribution of ΓSMH→ invisible. Unless expressly
stated otherwise herein, we assume mw + ∆m > mH/2 and thus H decays (invisibly) into
the hidden sector via three channels: H → 2α′, H → 2h, and H → 2w. From the event
rates for visible Higgs production and decay channels, we could derive upper bounds on
non-SM admixtures in the wave function of the Higgs boson and on the new three invisible
decay channels. To this end we now compute the decay rates for these three processes.
A. ΓH→2α′
Substituting in (20) r′ by the field of definite mass, r′ = h cosχ + H sinχ, we can write
the Higgs–Goldstone boson interaction term as
1
vr
r′∂α′2 → sinχ
vr
H(∂α′)2 +
cosχ
vr
h(∂α′)2 . (35)
Using (35) we write the Feynman rule for interactions of the type H, α′, α′ as
−i2 sinχ
vr
k · k′, (36)
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where k (k′) is the 4-momentum of the incoming (outgoing) α′ particle, and the factor of 2
is a symmetry factor, as one can exchange incoming-outgoing α′ twice. From this 3-point
interaction we can calculate the decay width of the SM Higgs H into 2 Goldstone bosons α′.
In the rest frame of the Higgs, the differential decay probability per unit time is given by
dΓH→2α′ =
1
2mH
(
2 sinχ
vr
k1 · k2
)2
dQ , (37)
where
dQ = 1
2!
d3k1
(2pi)32k1
d3k2
(2pi)32k2
(2pi)4δ(mH − k1 − k2)δ(3)(k1 + k2)
=
1
16
dΩk1
(2pi)2
∣∣∣∣
k1=mH/2
(38)
is the phase space for a two-body final state (the factor of 1/2! is included because of identical
particles in the final state). After some algebra (37) can be rewritten as
dΓH→2α′ =
dΩk1
128 pi2mH
[
2 sinχ
vr
2
(mH
2
)2]2
. (39)
The partial decay width can now be expressed as
ΓH→2α′ =
1
32pi
(
sinχ
vr
)2
m3H . (40)
For mH  mh and m2H  2 ηχ vrvφ, we can use the small angle approximation
sinχ ≈ χ = ηχ vrvφ/(m2H −m2h) . (41)
In this very good approximation the decay width becomes
ΓH→2α′ =
1
32pi
(
ηχ vφ
m2H −m2h
)2
m3H . (42)
B. ΓH→2h
We begin by expanding the scalar potential V around the VEVs of r and φ after which
we diagonalize the mass matrix. Together this requires that we expand around the fields
r(x) = vr + h cosχ+H sinχ ,
φ(x) = vφ +H cosχ− h sinχ , (43)
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which puts V in the form
V = 1
2
m2HH
2 +
1
2
m2hh
2
− 1
16
(ηχ + 3(λh + λs) + 3(ηχ − λh − λs) cos 4χ)H2h2
− 1
4
vφ cosχ[6λs − ηχ + 3(ηχ − 2λs) cos 2χ]Hh2
− 1
4
vr sinχ[6λh − ηχ − 3(ηχ − 2λh) cos 2χ]Hh2
− 1
4
(
λs cos
4 χ+ ηχ cos
2 χ sin2 χ+ λh sin
4 χ
)
H4
− 1
4
(
λh cos
4 χ+ ηχ cos
2 χ sin2 χ+ λs sin
4 χ
)
h4
+
1
2
(
vφ sinχ(ηχ cos
2 χ+ 2λs sin
2 χ)− vr(2λh cos3 χ+ ηχ cosχ sin2 χ)
)
h3
− 1
2
(
vr sinχ(ηχ cos
2 χ+ 2λh sin
2 χ) + vφ(2λs cos
3 χ+ ηχ cosχ sin
2 χ)
)
H3
− 1
4
(λh − λs + (λs + λh − ηχ) cos 2χ) sin 2χ Hh3
+
1
4
(λs − λh + (λs + λh − ηχ) cos 2χ) sin 2χ H3h
+
1
2
vφ sinχ[2(3λs − ηχ) cos2 χ+ ηχ sin2 χ]H2h
+
1
2
vr(ηχ sinχ sin 2χ− 6λh cosχ sin2 χ− ηχ cos3 χ)H2h . (44)
Since χ < 1 we first expand the potential around χ = 0, and then using (17) we further
expand around ηχ = 0 retaining only the terms first order in ηχ; this results in
V ≈ 1
2
m2HH
2 +
1
2
m2hh
2
− ηχ
4
H2h2 − λh
4
h4 − λs
4
H4 − ηχλhvrvφ
m2H −m2h
Hh3 +
ηχλsvrvφ
m2H −m2h
H3h
− λhvrh3 − λsvφH3 − ηχvφ
2
(
6λhv
2
r
m2H −m2h
+ 1
)
Hh2 +
ηχvr
2
(
6λsv
2
φ
m2H −m2h
− 1
)
H2h .
Using (33) we can manipulate this expression to write the scalar potential as
V ≈ 1
2
m2HH
2 +
1
2
m2hh
2
− ηχ
4
H2h2 − λh
4
h4 − λs
4
H4 − ηχλhvrvφ
m2H −m2h
Hh3 +
ηχλsvrvφ
m2H −m2h
H3h
− m
2
h
2vr
h3 − m
2
h
2vφ
H3 − ηχvφ
2
(
m2H + 2m
2
h
m2H −m2h
)
Hh2 +
ηχvr
2
(
2m2H +m
2
h
m2H −m2h
)
H2h . (45)
Under the approximations taken previously, mH  mh and m2H  2ηχvrvφ, the relevant
Hhh interaction term results in
−ηχvφ
2
(
m2H + 2m
2
h
m2H −m2h
)
Hh2. (46)
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The differential decay probability per unit time is given by
dΓH→2h =
1
2mH
(
ηχvφ
m2H −m2h
)2 (
m2H + 2m
2
h
)2 1
2!
k2 dk dΩ
(2pi)24Ek
1
2k
δ
(
mh − 2
√
k2 +m2H
)
.
(47)
The partial H → 2h decay width can now be expressed as
ΓH→2h =
1
32 pim2H
(
ηχvφ
m2H −m2h
)2 (
m2H + 2m
2
h
)2 √
m2H − 4m2h . (48)
In the limit mH  mh we obtain
ΓH→2h =
1
32pi
(
ηχvφ
m2H −m2h
)2
m3H . (49)
C. ΓH→2w
For mw < mH/2, the r − φ mixing allows the Higgs boson to decay into pairs of the
lightest W -WIMP. We obtain the invariant amplitude for this process (a description of
Feynman rules for Majorana fermions can be found in Ref. [55]),
iM = if sinχu¯(p)v(p′) , (50)
where u(p) and v(p) are Dirac spinors. The spin average rate is given by∑
s
|M|2 = 4f 2 sin2 χ(p · p′ −m2w). (51)
The partial H-decay rate into 2w is
dΓH→2w =
|M|2
2mH
d3p′
(2pi)32Ep′
d3p
(2pi)32Ep
(2pi)4δ(3)(p′ + p)δ(mH − p′ − p)
=
1
2!
dΩ
64pi2m2H
√
m2H − 4m2w|M|2p′=−p, p=√(mH/2)2−m2w , (52)
and so the partial width for this decay is given by
ΓH→2w =
2(m2H − 4m2w)
32pim2H
(
fηχvrvφ
m2H −m2h
)2√
m2H − 4m2w . (53)
For mH  2mw, (53) becomes
ΓH→2w =
1
16pi
(
fηχvrvφ
m2H −m2h
)2√
m2H − 4m2w. (54)
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D. ΓH→ hidden
All in all, the decay width of the Higgs into the hidden sector is given by
ΓH→hidden =
1
16pi
(
ηχ vφ
m2H −m2h
)2
m3H +
1
16pi
(
f ηχ vr vφ
m2H −m2h
)2√
m2H − 4m2w. (55)
Assuming mH  mh, this decay width is
ΓH→hidden =
η2χv
2
φ
16pimH
+
η2χ∆m
2v2φ
64pim3H
. (56)
Comparing (34) and (56), we obtain
|∆m| . 2mH
√
8.3× 10−5
η2χ
− 1 , (57)
which is satisfied if |ηχ| < 0.009.
IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM DIRECT DETECTION EXPERIMENTS
Direct detection experiments attempt to observe the recoil from the elastic scattering
of dark matter particles interacting with nuclei in the detector. Since the late 1990’s the
DAMA/NaI Collaboration [56] has been claiming to observe the expected annual modulation
of the dark matter induced nuclear recoil rate due to the rotation of the Earth around
the Sun [57, 58]. The upgraded DAMA/LIBRA detector confirmed [59] the earlier result
adding many more statistics, and it has reached a significance of 8.9σ for the cumulative
exposure [23]. In 2010, the CoGeNT Collaboration reported an irreducible excess in the
counting rate [24], which may also be ascribed to a dark matter signal. One year later,
the same collaboration reported further data analyses showing that the time series of their
rate is actually compatible with an annual modulation effect [25]. In CoGeNT data the
evidence for the annual modulation is at the 2.8σ level. In the summer of 2011, the CRESST
Collaboration also reported an excess of low energy events that are not consistent with
known backgrounds [26]. In particular, 67 counts were found in the dark matter acceptance
region and the estimated background from leakage of e/γ events, neutrons, α particles,
and recoiling nuclei in α decays is not sufficient to account for all the observed events.
The CRESST Collaboration rejected the background-only hypothesis at more than 4σ. Of
particular interest here, the DAMA (after including the effect of channeling in the NaI crystal
scintillators [60]) and CoGeNT results appear to be compatible with a relatively light dark
matter particle, in the few GeV to tens of GeV mass range, with a scattering cross section
against nucleons of about 7×10−41 cm2 [28–31]. The central value favored by CRESST data
points to somewhat larger dark matter masses, but it is still compatible at the 1σ level with
the range determined by the other two experiments.
Very recently, CDMS II Collaboration reported three candidate events with an expected
background of 0.7 events [27]. If interpreted as a signal of elastically scattering dark matter,
the central value of the likelihood analysis of the measured recoil energies favors a mass of
8.6 GeV and a scattering cross section on nucleons of
σmw≈10 GeVwN ≈ 1.9× 10−41 cm2 . (58)
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The 68% confidence band is somewhat large and overlaps with previous signal claims.
Alongside these “signals” stands the series of null results from the XENON-100 [34] and
XENON-10 [61] experiments, which at present have the world’s strongest exclusion limit.
Some authors have pointed out that uncertainties in the response of liquid xenon to low
energy nuclear recoil may be significant, particularly in the mass region of interest [62, 63].
In light of these suspicions, a recent reanalysis of XENON data suggests candidates in fact
may have been observed [35]. The data favor a mass of 12 GeV, though the 90% error
contours extend from 7 to 30 GeV with the cross section varying between 6×10−41 cm2 and
4× 10−45 cm2. Taken together, these different arguments suggest that the existing data set
is not inconsistent with a dark matter candidate of about 10 GeV.
The wN cross section for elastic scattering is given by
σwN =
4
pi
m2wm
2
N
(mw +mN)2
f 2p + f
2
n
2
, (59)
where N ≡ 1
2
(n + p) is an isoscalar nucleon, in the renormalization-group-improved parton
model [64, 65]. The effective couplings to protons fp and neutrons fn are given by
fp,n =
∑
q=u,d,s
Gq√
2
f
(p,n)
Tq
mp,n
mq
+
2
27
f
(p,n)
TG
∑
q=c,b,t
Gq√
2
mp,n
mq
, (60)
where Gq is the W -WIMP’s effective Fermi coupling for a given quark species,
L =
Gq√
2
ψ¯−ψ−ψ¯qψq , (61)
with ψq the SM quark field of flavor q. The first term in (60) reflects scattering with light
quarks, whereas the second term accounts for interaction with gluons through a heavy quark
loop. The terms f
(p,n)
Tq are proportional to the matrix element, 〈q¯q〉, of quarks in a nucleon,
and are given by
fpTu = 0.020± 0.004, fpTd = 0.026± 0.005, fpTs = 0.118± 0.062,
fnTu = 0.014± 0.003, fnTd = 0.036± 0.008, fnTs = 0.118± 0.062 . (62)
We also have f
(p,n)
TG = 1−
∑
u,d,s f
(p,n)
Tq , which is f
p
TG ≈ 0.84 and fnTG ≈ 0.83 [64].
To establish the value of Gq/mq we look back at (32) along with the SM Yukawa inter-
action term, which involves the mixing of both scalar fields, H and h. For interactions of
W -WIMPs with SM quarks, the relevant terms are
L =
mq cosχ
vφ
Hψ¯qψq − mq sinχ
vφ
hψ¯qψq + · · ·+ f sinχ
2
Hψ¯−ψ− +
f cosχ
2
hψ¯−ψ−. (63)
The scattering of a w particle off a quark then gives
M = ifmq sinχ cosχ
vφ
u¯q(p
′)uq(p)
(
1
t−m2H
− 1
t−m2h
)
u¯(k′)u(k)
≈ ifmqηχvr
m2Hm
2
h
u¯q(p
′)uq(p)u¯(k′)u(k)
≈ imqηχ∆m
2m2Hm
2
h
u¯q(p
′)uq(p)u¯(k′)u(k). (64)
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This leads to the identification of the effective coupling
2Gq√
2
=
mqηχ∆m
2m2Hm
2
h
⇒ Gq
mq
=
ηχ∆m
2
√
2 m2Hm
2
h
. (65)
The insertion of (65) and (60) into (59) yields
σwN ≈ 3× 10−7
[
226.27 ηχ∆m GeV
m2h
]2
pb . (66)
Combining (66) with the signals/bounds on elastic scattering of dark matter particles on
nucleons we obtain a constraining relation for ηχ∆m. For mw = 10 GeV, we use the cross
section reported by the CDMS Collaboration (58) to obtain
ηχ∆m =
3.5× 10−2
GeV
m2h . (67)
For mw = 50 GeV, we adopt the 90% C.L. upper limit reported by the XENON-100 Col-
laboration [34] to obtain
ηχ∆m <
3.6× 10−4
GeV
m2h . (68)
V. CONSTRAINTS FROM COSMOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
The concordance model of cosmology predicts the evolution of a spatially flat expanding
Universe filled with dark energy, dark matter, baryons, photons, and three flavors of left-
handed (i.e. one helicity state νL) neutrinos (along with their right-handed antineutrinos
ν¯R). The universal expansion rate, quantified by the Hubble parameter H, is determined by
the total energy density ρ,
H2 ≡ a˙
a
=
8 pi G
3
ρ , (69)
where a is the expansion scale factor and G is the gravitational constant. In the relatively
late, early Universe, the energy density is dominated by radiation, that is by the contribu-
tions from massless and/or extremely relativistic particles (i.e. ρ ≈ ρR).
The earliest observationally verified landmarks – big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) and
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) decoupling epoch – have become the de facto
worldwide standard for probing theoretical scenarios beyond the SM containing new light
species. It is advantageous to normalize the extra contribution to the SM energy density to
that of an “equivalent” neutrino species. The number of equivalent light neutrino species,
Neff =
ρR − ργ
ρνL
, (70)
quantifies the total “dark” relativistic energy density (including the three left-handed SM
neutrinos) in units of the density of a single Weyl neutrino
ρνL =
7pi2
120
(
4
11
)4/3
T 4γ , (71)
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FIG. 1: A selection of the most recent cosmological Neff measurements and the 1σ confidence
intervals from various combinations of models and data sets. BBN findings [67–72] are shown in
blue and those from the CMB epoch [73–84] in red.
where ργ is the energy density of photons (which by today have redshifted to become the
CMB photons at a temperature of about T todayγ ' 2.7 K) [66].
A selection of the most recent measurements of Neff together with the 1σ confidence
intervals from various combinations of models and data sets are shown in Fig. 1. Altogether,
the data hint at the presence of an excess ∆N above SM expectation of Neff = 3.046 [85].
Arguably, one of the most intriguing results of the Planck spacecraft is that the best-fit
Hubble constant has the value h = 0.674 ± 0.012 [84].2 This result deviates by more than
2σ from the value obtained with the Hubble Space Telescope, h = 0.738 ± 0.024 [86]. The
impact of the new h determination is particularly complex in the investigation of Neff .
Combining CMB observations with data from baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) [87], the
2 We adopt the usual convention of writing the Hubble constant at the present day as H0 =
100 h km s−1 Mpc−1. There is some notational overlap with the differences of the massive states of
the r and φ fields; however, the context should make it clear what we are using.
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Planck Collaboration reported Neff = 3.30± 0.27. Adding the H0 measurement to the CMB
data relieves the tension between the CMB data and H0 at the expense of new neutrinolike
physics (at around the 2.3σ level), that is Neff = 3.62± 0.25.
As noted in [41], the Goldstone boson α is a natural candidate for an imposter equivalent
neutrino. The contribution of α to Neff is ∆N = ρα/ρνL . Thus, taking into account the
isentropic heating of the rest of the plasma between T decα and T
dec
νL
decoupling temperatures
we obtain
∆N =
4
7
(
g(T decνL )
g(T decα )
)4/3
, (72)
where g(T ) is the effective number of interacting (thermally coupled) relativistic degrees of
freedom at temperature T ; for example, g(T decνL ) = 43/4 [88].
3 For the particle content of
the SM, there is a maximum of g(T decα ) = 427/4 (with T
dec
α > mt), which corresponds to a
minimum value of ∆Nν = 0.027.
We now turn to calculating the interaction rate for Goldstone bosons,
Γ(T ) =
∑
fermions
nf(T )〈σv〉 , (73)
where
nf(T ) =
gf
2pi2
∫ ∞
0
k2
eβ
√
k2+m2f + 1
dk (74)
is the number density of an interacting fermion of type f (with mass mf), β = (kBT )
−1, gf is
the number of chiral states, and we average the cross section over the statistical distribution
for a given temperature. For T  mf , we obtain
nf(T ) ≈ gf 3ζ(3)
4pi2
(
kBT
~c
)3
. (75)
This results in a simplification of (73)
Γ(T ) ≈ 3ζ(3)
4pi2
(
kBT
~c
)3 ∑
fermions
gf〈σv〉. (76)
Since the Goldstone boson only interacts with the SM fields via the Higgs, we can have
scatterings of the type αψ → αψ, with ψ a generic SM fermion. The α scattering off fermions
is described by SM Yukawa interaction terms that can be written as
Yfφψ¯ψ → Yfvφψ¯ψ + Yfφ′ψ¯ψ,
= mfψ¯ψ +
mf
vφ
Hψ¯ψ cosχ− mf
vφ
hψ¯ψ sinχ , (77)
where Yf is the Yukawa coupling of the fermion in question.
3 If relativistic particles are present that have decoupled from the photons, it is necessary to distinguish
between two kinds of g: gρ, which is associated with the total energy density, and gs, which is associated
with the total entropy density. For our calculations we use g = gρ = gs.
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We proceed to calculate the scattering cross section. The invariant amplitude follows
from the Feynman rules
iM = 2mf sinχ cosχ
vrvφ
(k ·k′) i
t−m2H
u¯(p′)u(p)− 2mf cosχ sinχ
vrvφ
(k ·k′) i
t−m2h
u¯(p′)u(p). (78)
The momenta of incoming and outgoing (outgoing primed) particles are defined by
pµ = (p, p sinϕ, 0,−p cosϕ)
kµ = (k, 0, 0, k)
k′µ = (k′, k′ sinϑ, 0, k′ cosϑ)
p′µ = (p′,−p′ sinϑ′, 0,−p′ cosϑ′) , (79)
with t = p′− p. To obtain the (unpolarized) cross section, we have to take the square of the
modulus of M and then carry out the spin and color (if appropriate) sums
1
2
∑
spins, colors
|M|2 = 8Nc
(
mf sinχ cosχ
vrvφ
)2(
m2H −m2h
(t−m2H)(t−m2h)
)2
(k · k′)2(p · p′ +m2f ), (80)
where Nc = 3 for quarks and Nc = 1 for leptons. The cross section in the center-of-mass
(c.m.) frame in the highly relativistic approximation is given by
dσ
dΩ
≈ Nc
8pi2s
(
mfηχ
(t−m2H)(t−m2h)
)2
(k · k′)2(p · p′) , (81)
where s = (k+ p)2 ≈ 4k2 and finally ηχ  1. To make progress on this problem we take the
effective coupling form
σ(s) ≈ Nc
64pi
(
mfηχ
m2Hm
2
h
)2
s2 . (82)
Nonequilibrium thermal physics tells us that the way to do thermal averaging within
Boltzmann’s approximation is
〈σv〉 =
∫
dΠp′dΠk′dΠkdΠp|M(k + p→ k′ + p′)|2ff(p, T )fα(k, T )
× (2pi)4δ(4)(p+ k − p′ − k′), (83)
with dΠp = d
3p′/[(2pi)32Ep′ ] and likewise for the other parameters. Here, ff and fα are
Fermi and Bose equilibrium normalized distributions, corresponding to the f fermion and
α boson, respectively. The expression from nonequilibrium thermal physics [Eq. (83)] is
approximated by
〈σv〉 ≈
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
d3p
(2pi)3
ff(p, T )fα(k, T ) vM σ(s) , (84)
where vM ≈ k·p/(pk) = 2(1+cosϕ) is the Mo¨ller velocity in the ultrarelativistic limit [89, 90]
and s = 2kp(1 + cosϕ) is the c.m. energy of two interacting particles with initial momenta
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not necessarily collinear. The velocity average cross section then is found to be
〈σv〉 ≈ 1
8pi4
∫ ∞
0
p2dp
∫ ∞
0
k2dk
∫ pi
0
sinϕdϕ ff(p, T )fα(k, T )
× 2(1 + cosϕ) σc.m.[2kp(1 + cosϕ)],
= Nc
15ζ2(5)
piζ2(3)
(
mfηχ
m2Hm
2
h
)2
(kBT )
4,
≈ 3.55Nc
(
mfηχ
m2Hm
2
h
)2
(kBT )
4. (85)
Putting this all together, we obtain
Γ(T ) ≈ 0.32
(
ηχ
m2Hm
2
h
)2
(kBT )
7
∑
fermions
gf Nc m
2
f . (86)
Now, since we can approximate the energy density (at high temperatures) by including
only particles species i with T  mi, it follows that
ρR =
(∑
bosons
gb +
7
8
∑
fermions
gf
)
pi2
30
(kBT )
4 =
pi2
30
g(T )(kBT )
4 (87)
and therefore the Hubble parameter (69) becomes
H(T ) ' 1.66
MPl
√
g(T ) (kBT )
2 , (88)
where gb(f) is the number of degrees of freedom of each boson (fermion) and the sum runs
over all boson and fermion states with T  mi. The factor of 7/8 is due to the difference
between the Fermi and Bose integrals.
The Goldstone boson decouples from the plasma when its mean free path becomes greater
than the Hubble radius at that time
Γ(T decα ) = H(T
dec
α ) . (89)
The most interesting thermodynamics originates if α goes out of thermal equilibrium while
T is still above the mass of the muons but below the mass of all other particles of the SM,
a time when neutrinos are still in thermal equilibrium. For instance, with ηχ = 0.005 and
mh ≈ 500 MeV we obtain [41]
∆N = (4/7)(43/57)4/3 = 0.39 . (90)
This corresponds to a number of equivalent light neutrino species that is consistent at the
1σ level with both the estimate of Neff using Planck + BAO data as well as the estimate
using Planck + H0 data.
However, of particular interest here is the case where the mass of the Goldstone boson
companion field is mh ≈ 98 GeV and ηχ = 0.0003. For such set of parameters, α decouples
when
0.32
(
ηχ
m2Hm
2
h
)2
(kBT )
7 12 m2b =
1.66
MPl
√
86.25 (kBT )
2 , (91)
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where we have approximated
∑
fermionsNc gf m
2
f ≈ 12m2b . This gives T ≈ 5 GeV, and so the
α contribution to Neff is found to be
∆N ≈ 0.036. (92)
The corresponding value of Neff is within the 1σ interval of the value reported by the Planck
Collaboration using Planck + BAO data but far out from the value derived using Planck +
H0 data. Should future data point toward the Planck + H0 value, one should find a different
origin to explain the extra relativistic degrees of freedom (if mh ≈ 98 GeV). One interesting
possibility is to include the right-handed partners of the three left-handed, SM neutrinos. It
was shown elsewhere [91–95] that milliweak interactions of these Dirac states (through their
coupling to a TeV-scale Z ′ gauge boson) may allow the νR’s to decouple during the course
of the quark-hadron crossover transition, just so that they are partially reheated compared
to the νL’s. Remarkably, the required mass for the Z
′ gauge boson is within the range of
discovery of LHC.
VI. FITTING FERMI DATA AND THE OBSERVED DARK MATTER DENSITY
Next, in line with our stated plan, we use Fermi data and the observed relic density to
determine the free parameters of the model. To this end we first calculate the annihilation
rate into SM fermions and Goldstone bosons.
A. W -WIMP Annihilation into SM Fermions
The W -WIMP can annihilate into SM fermions via ψ¯−ψ− → φ∗/r∗ → ψ¯ψ, with an
s-channel Higgs or h mediator. The matrix element of this process is given by
iM = if sinχ cosχ v¯(p′)u(p)
(
i
s−m2H
− i
s−m2h
)
imf
vφ
u¯(k′)v(k) . (93)
The minus sign in the second propagator is necessary because the r couples with a negative
sign to fermions compared to the Higgs; see (77). The spin-averaged invariant amplitude
reads
1
4
∑
|M|2 = Nc
(
fmf sinχ cosχ
vφ
)2
4 (m2h −m2H)2 (p · p′ −m2w)(k · k′ −m2f )
(s−m2h)2(s−m2H)2
. (94)
Now, let us calculate the cross section for ff¯-pair production
dσ =
1
8Ep|p| |M|
2 d
3k
(2pi)32Ek
d3k′
(2pi)32Ek′
(2pi)4δ(3)(k′ + k)
× δ(2Ep − Ek − Ek′), (95)
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and so
σ =
|M|2
64pi
|k′|
|p|E2p
=
Nc
16pi
(
fmf sinχ cosχ
vφ
)2 |k′|
|p|
(m2h −m2H)2
(s−m2h)2(s−m2H)2
(p · p′ −m2w) (k · k′ −m2f )
E2p
≈ Nc
16pi
(
ηχmf∆m
2(s−m2h)(s−m2H)
)2√ |s− 4m2f |
|s− 4m2w|
(s− 4m2w)(s− 4m2f )
s
. (96)
In this case the out state does not consist of identical particles. For phenomenological
purposes, the h pole needs to be softened to a Breit–Wigner form by obtaining and utilizing
the correct total widths Γh of the resonance. This is accomplished by modification of the
s-channel propagator for h via
i
s−m2h
→ i
s−m2h − imhΓh
. (97)
After this is done, the contribution of the ff¯ channel is as follows:
σ =
Nc
16pi
(
ηχmf∆m
2(m2H −m2h)(s−m2H)
)2
(m2H −m2h)2 +m2hΓ2h
(s−m2h)2 +m2hΓ2h
√
|s− 4m2f |
|s− 4m2w|
× (s− 4m
2
w)(s− 4m2f )
s
,
≈ Nc
16pi
(
ηχmf∆m
2(s−m2H)
)2
1
(s−m2h)2 +m2hΓ2h
√
|s− 4m2f |
|s− 4m2w|
(s− 4m2w)(s− 4m2f )
s
. (98)
For ∆m > mH/2, the decay channels of the h field are h→ f f¯, h→ ww¯, and h→ 2α′. The
corresponding decay widths are given by
Γh→f f¯ =
∑
fermions
Nc
8pim2h
(
mf sinχ
vφ
)2
(m2h − 4m2f )3/2
≈
∑
fermions
Nc
8pim2h
(
mfηχvr
m2H −m2h
)2
(m2h − 4m2f )3/2
≈
∑
fermions
Nc
8pim2hf
2
(
mfηχ∆m
2(m2H −m2h)
)2
(m2h − 4m2f )3/2
≈ 3
8pim2hf
2
(
mbηχ∆m
2(m2H −m2h)
)2
(m2h − 4m2f )3/2 (99)
(in the last line we have taken mb < mw < mt),
Γh→ww¯ =
2 (m2h − 4m2w) f 2 cos2 χ
32pim2h
√
m2h − 4m2w
≈ f
2
16pim2h
(m2h − 4m2w)3/2 (100)
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(inclusion of this channel requires 2mw < mh), and
Γh→2α′ =
1
32pi
(
cosχ
vr
)2
m3h
≈ f
2
8pi∆m2
m3h . (101)
The dominant terms of the total decay width come from the hidden sector. Hence, in
what follows we neglect terms accounting for h decay into the visible sector and consider
mh < 2mw (so that the decay h→ ww¯ is closed). Under these assumptions the decay width
takes a particularly simple form
Γh =
f 2
8pi∆m2
m3h . (102)
Next, we compute the averaged cross section for thermal interactions. In the cosmic
comoving frame (the frame where the gas is assumed to be at rest as a whole) we have
〈σv〉 =
∫
d3pd3p′fw(p, T )fw(p′, T )σvM∫
d3pd3p′fw(p, T )fw(p′, T )
, (103)
where p and p′ are the three-momenta of the colliding particles, whose equilibrium distri-
bution function at temperature T is Maxwell–Boltzmann,
fw(p, T ) ≈ e−β
√
p2+m2w , (104)
with p = |p| and p′ = |p′|. The Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution remains a good approxi-
mation provided 3mw β & 1. The Mo¨ller velocity can be expressed as
vM =
1
EE ′
√
(p · p′)2 −m4w =
1
2EE ′
√
s(s− 4m2w) , (105)
where E and E ′ are the energies of the scattering particles. Note that in the c.m. frame the
velocity of the colliding W -WIMPs is half the Mo¨ller velocity, v =
√
1− 4m2w/s = vM/2.
For s mf , from (96) and (105) we obtain
σvM =
Nc
8pi
(
ηχmf∆m
2(s−m2h)(s−m2H)
)2
(s− 4m2w) . (106)
We evaluate (103) by expanding σvM around
s = 4E2 =
4m2w
1− v2 ≈ 4m
2
w(1 + v
2 + . . . ) (107)
to obtain a series solution in powers of v of which the leading order term is
〈σv〉 ≈ Nc
2pi
(
ηχmfmw∆m
2(4m2w −m2h)(4m2w −m2H)
)2
〈v2〉 , (108)
where 〈v2〉 is the W -WIMP thermally averaged velocity.
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All in all, the total average annihilation cross section into SM particles (labelled by
subindex i) is given by
∑
fermions
〈σiv〉 ≈ 3
2pi
(
ηχmbmw∆m
2(4m2w −m2H)
)2 〈v2〉
(4m2w −m2h)2 +m2hΓ2h
, (109)
where we have assumed that the overwhelming contribution into bb¯ dominates the process.
Provided the theory is not strongly coupled, (109) is generally a good approximation for
relativistic particles, but for low velocities and in the presence of a long-range force (classi-
cally, when the potential energy due to the long-range force is comparable to the particles’
kinetic energy), the perturbative approach breaks down. In the nonrelativistic limit, the
question of how the long-range potential modifies the cross section for short-range inter-
actions can be formulated as a scattering problem in quantum mechanics, with significant
modifications to the cross sections occurring when the particle wave functions are no longer
well approximated by plane waves (so the Born expansion is not well behaved). The defor-
mation of the wave functions due to a Coulomb potential was calculated by Sommerfeld [96],
yielding a ∼ 1/v enhancement to the cross section for short-range interactions (where the
long-range behavior due to the potential can be factorized from the relevant short-range
behavior). Along these lines, for low-velocity (v ∼ 10−3) W -WIMPs in our Galactic halo,
we expect interactions with the H and h fields to enlarge the cross section, as the attractive
Yukawa potential,
Vw(r) = −f
2 cos2(χ)
4pi
e−mhr
r
− f
2 sin2(χ)
4pi
e−mHr
r
≈ − f
2
4pi
e−mhr
r
' − f
2
4pi
1
r
, (110)
causes passing W -WIMPS to be drawn toward each other [97].
For p-wave scattering, 〈v2〉 → 〈S(v)v2〉, where
S(v) ≈ piα˜
v
1
1− e−piα˜/v
(
1 +
pi2α˜2
4v2
)
, (111)
is the Sommerfeld enhancement factor in the Coloumb approximation, with α˜ = f 2/(4pi) [98].
Following [99] we compute the thermally averaged Sommerfeld enhancement factor by ap-
proximating
(
1− e−piα˜/v)−1 with α˜ 1
〈S(v)v2〉 ≈ 6x−1 + 4√piα˜x−1/2 + 4pi
2α˜2
3
+ pi5/2α˜3x1/2 +
pi4α˜4
6
x, (112)
where x = mw/T . For interactions in the Galactic halo (G.h.), we have 〈v2〉 ∼ 10−6, and
therefore the thermally average annihilation cross section into bb¯ becomes
〈σbv〉 ≈ 3
2pi
(
ηχmbmw∆m
2(4m2w −m2H)
)2
1
(4m2w −m2h)2 +m2hΓ2h
× 1
4
(
6x−1G.h. + 4
√
piα˜x
−1/2
G.h. +
4pi2α˜2
3
+ pi5/2α˜3x
1/2
G.h. +
pi4α˜4
6
xG.h.
)
, (113)
with xG.h. ≈ 3× 106.
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B. W -WIMP Annihilation into Pairs of Goldstone Bosons
In addition to the annihilation into SM fermions we must consider the ww¯ → 2α′ anni-
hilation channel. The invariant amplitude for this process is given by
iM = 2if
vr
v¯(p)u(p′)
(
sin2 χ
s−m2H
− cos
2 χ
s−m2h
)
k · k′. (114)
We then average over the in state spins to obtain
1
4
∑
s,s′
|M|2 = f
2s2[(s−m2h) sin2 χ− (s−m2H) cos2 χ]2
2v2r(s−m2h)2(s−m2H)2
(s− 4m2w).
The general expression for the cross section reads
σ =
1
16pi
√
s
√|s− 4m2w| f
4s2[(s−m2h) sin2 χ− (s−m2H) cos2 χ]2
∆m2(s−m2h)2(s−m2H)2
(s− 4m2w) . (115)
Using the small angle approximation, i.e. cosχ ≈ 1, we obtain
σ ≈ f
2s2
√|s− 4m2w|
16pi
√
s(s−m2h)2
(
f 2
∆m2
+
(m2h +m
2
H − 2s)
2(s−m2H)2
η2χv
2
φ
(m2H −m2h)2
)
. (116)
Taking a thermal average gives
〈σα′v〉 ≈ 2f
4m4w
pi∆m2[(m2h − 4m2w)2 +m2hΓ2h]
〈v2〉 . (117)
If the W -WIMPs are highly nonrelativistic we have to correct (117) to account for the
Sommerfeld enhancement,
〈σα′v〉 ≈ 2f
4m4w
pi∆m2[(m2h − 4m2w)2 +m2hΓ2h]
〈S(v)v2〉 . (118)
C. W -WIMP Parameter Fits
The total flux of γ-rays per solid angle from W -WIMP annihilation into SM particles
(labelled by subindex i) is given by
dΦγ
dEγ
=
∑
fermions
〈σiv〉
2
J∆Ω
J0
1
∆Ωobsm2w
dNγ
dEγ
∣∣∣∣
i
, (119)
where J /J0 is the normalized integral of mass density squared of the dark matter in the
line of sight, dNγ/dEγ is the γ-ray spectrum per annihilation into particle species i, ∆Ωobs
is the observational solid angle in steradians, and the sum runs over all possible annihilation
channels. It is noteworthy that dΦγ/dEγ is the total photon number flux per unit energy
per unit steradian for a full sky observation and, when compared to the total photon count
of the Fermi-LAT observation with |b| > 10◦, must be scaled to the field of view of that
observation, ∆Ωobs = 10.4 sr.
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FIG. 2: Comparisons of the observed γ-ray spectrum of the low-latitude (|b| = 10◦−20◦) emission,
after subtracting the contribution from inverse Compton scattering to that predicted from 50 GeV
W -WIMPs annihilating to bb¯. We have adopted a generalized NFW profile with an inner slope of
γ = 1.2, and normalized the signal to a local density of 0.4 GeV/cm3 and an annihilation cross
section of 〈σbv〉 = 8 × 10−27 cm3/s. The band shows the variation in the mass range 45 GeV <
mw < 55 GeV for the same normalization. Adapted from Fig. 14 of Ref. [13].
From (109) we see that, for 10 GeV . mw . 50 GeV, the dominant annihilation channel is
bb¯. Annihilation into cc¯ and τ+τ− is suppressed by about 1 order of magnitude. Hereafter,
we make the case for a w with a mass of about 50 GeV, which annihilates into bb¯. The
photon flux expected from the Fermi bubbles is shown in Fig. 2. Comparing (2) and (109),
we obtain
〈σbv〉 ≈ 3
2pi
(
ηχmbmw∆m
2(4m2w −m2H)
)2
1
(4m2w −m2h)2 +m2hΓ2h
1
4
(
6x−1G.h. + 4
√
piα˜x
−1/2
G.h. +
4pi2α˜2
3
+ pi5/2α˜3x
1/2
G.h. +
pi4α˜4
6
xG.h.
)
= 6.7× 10−10GeV−2 . (120)
To be produced thermally in the early Universe in an abundance equal to the measured
dark matter density, ΩDMh
2 = 0.1120 ± 0.0056 [100], the 50 GeV w particle must have an
annihilation cross section of∑
all species
〈σiv〉 ∼ 3× 10−26 cm3/s = 2.5× 10−9 GeV−2, (121)
when thermally averaged over the process of freeze-out, xf.o. ∼ 20 [101, 102]. It is noteworthy
that for α˜ . 0.01 the effect of the Sommerfeld enhancement on the final relic particle
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TABLE II: Best–fit parameters.
∆m 6000 GeV
mh 98.8 GeV
f 0.34
α˜ 0.009
ηχ 1.8× 10−4
χ 0.049
ΓH→ invisible 0.65 MeV
〈σα′v(xf.o.)〉 2.7× 10−26 cm3s−1
〈σbv(xf.o.)〉 0.3× 10−26 cm3s−1
〈σα′v(xG.h.)〉 7.8× 10−26 cm3s−1
abundance is negligible [103, 104]. Herein we will work on the range of the coupling α˜ over
which Sommerfeld annihilation can be neglected in the calculation of relic densities.
Because a priori we do not know whether 〈σα′v〉 or 〈σbv〉 dominates the total annihilation
cross section at freeze-out, we combine (109) and (117) evaluated at v(xf.o.) together with
(121) to obtain[
2f 4m4w
pi∆m2
+
3
2pi
(
ηχmbmw∆m
2(4m2w −m2H)
)2]
1
(4m2w −m2h)2 +m2hΓ2h
3
2xf.o.
∼ 2.5×10−9GeV−2 . (122)
To determine the allowed region of the parameter space, for mw = 50 GeV, we solve
(120) and (122) while simultaneously demanding that α˜ . 0.01, and that the upper limit
on the invisible decay width for the SM Higgs (34) is not violated by (55). The best–fit
parameters are given in Table II, for an example with ∆m = 6000 GeV. We can see that the
annihilation into pairs of Goldstone bosons is dominating the ww¯ interactions at freeze-out
by a factor of about 9. Precise determination of the parameters is at present hampered by
the large uncertainties in the dark matter halo profile. Interestingly, the W -WIMP-nucleon
cross section is within the reach of the XENON1T experiment [105], providing a strong
motivation for the ideas discussed in this section.
Duplicating the procedure described above, we have scanned the mass range of the pa-
rameter space that is consistent with Fermi data: 45 GeV < mw < 55 GeV; see Fig. 2.
Our results are encapsulated in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. In particular, Fig. 3 and 4 display, for
∆m = 5500 GeV, the region of the parameter space of mw vs σwN not yet excluded by
current direct detection experiments or the LHC. Future LHC data will either more tightly
constrain this parameter space or will turn up evidence for a signal. Note that the region ex-
cluded by nonexistence of a solution (ΓH→ invisible ≈ 0.3 MeV) up to the current LHC bound
will be very tightly constrained after the LHC coming upgrade, assuming no signal appears.
In the case that a signal does appear, the combination of relations shown in Figs. 3 and
4 will constrain model parameters providing the XENON1T experiment with the specific
cross section required to confirm this model. As an illustration, in Fig. 5 we show contours
of constant ηχ in the ∆m − mw plane for the case in which B(H → invisible) saturates
the current limit, ΓH→ invisible = 0.8 MeV. The direct detection cross section sampling this
subregion of the parameter space varies between 1.8× 10−46 cm2 and 2.2× 10−46 cm2, with
an average of 1.9× 10−46 cm2.
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FIG. 3: Contours of constant mh/GeV in the σwN −mw plane. The contours satisfy Fermi data,
the relic density requirement, and the LHC bound B(H → invisible). We have required α˜ . 0.01
and taken ∆m = 5500 GeV.
VII. W -WIMP INTERPRETATION FOR HINTS OF LIGHT DARK MATTER
Signals broadly compatible with ∼ 10 GeV dark matter have been observed in four
direct detection experiments: DAMA/LIBRA [23], CoGeNT [24, 25], CRESST [26], and
CDMS-II [27]. In this section we explore the compatibility with one particular region of the
W -WIMP parameter space. The features of this region of the parameter space has bearing
on the evidence for extrarelativistic degrees of freedom at the CMB epoch.
In order to elaborate on the case for mw ∼ 10 GeV, we consider mh ≈ 500 MeV and
ηχ ≈ 0.005. Substituting these values in (67), it is straightforward to see that to comply
with the elastic cross section signal reported by the CDMS Collaboration [27], we must
set ∆m ≈ 1.75 GeV. This in turn determines via (109) a thermal average annihilation
cross section into quarks: 〈σbv(xG.h.)〉 ≈ 1.3 × 10−39 cm3 s−1. Note that this is more than
10 orders of magnitude smaller than current limits on light dark matter from antiproton
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FIG. 4: Contours of constant ηχ in the σwN −mw plane. Again the contours satisfy Fermi data,
the relic density requirement, and the LHC bound B(H → invisible). We have required α˜ . 0.01
and taken ∆m = 5500 GeV.
data [106–108].
The observed dark matter density is obtained again through dominant W -WIMP an-
nihilation into the hidden sector. To demonstrate this point, we must first compute the
ww¯ → 2h annihilation cross section, as this channel is now open. We consider the relevant
terms of (32),
f cosχ
2
hψ¯−ψ− +
f sinχ
2
Hψ¯−ψ− , (123)
as well as the relevant terms of the scalar potential
V ≈ · · · − m
2
h
2vr
h3 − ηχvφ
2
(
m2H + 2m
2
h
m2H −m2h
)
Hh2 ; (124)
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FIG. 5: Contours of constant ηχ in the ∆m−mw plane. The contours satisfy Fermi data, the relic
density requirement, and saturates the LHC bound B(H → invisible). We have required α˜ . 0.01
and we have verified that the XENON-100 upper limit [34] is not violated.
together this gives the total reaction matrix element
M = if v¯(p)u(p′) i
s−m2h
(−i3!m2h
2vr
)
+ if
ηχvrvφ
m2H −m2h
v¯(p)u(p′)
i
s−m2H
×
(−iηχvφ(m2H + 2m2h)
m2H −m2h
)
. (125)
Assuming ηχ  1 and mh  mH , we arrive at a manageable form of the spin-averaged
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ww¯ → 2h amplitude
1
4
∑
spins
|M|2 ≈ f 2
(
9m4h
v2r(s−m2h)2
+
6m2hη
2
χv
2
φ(m
2
H + 2m
2
h)
m4H(s−m2h)(s−m2H)
)
(p · p′ −m2w) ,
≈ f 2
(
18f 2m4h
∆m2(s−m2h)2
+
3m2hη
2
χv
2
φ
m2H(s−m2h)(s−m2H)
)
(s− 4m2w) , (126)
and the scattering cross section
σ ≈ f
2
32pis
√
s− 4m2h
s− 4m2w
(
18f 2m4h
∆m2(s−m2h)2
+
3m2hη
2
χv
2
φ
m2H(s−m2h)(s−m2H)
)
(s− 4m2w) . (127)
We take the thermal average in the low temperature limit, that is T  mw,
〈σhv〉 ≈
(
9f 4m4h
8pi∆m2(m2h − 4m2w)2
+
3f 2v2φη
2
χm
2
h
16pim4H(m
2
h − 4m2w)
)
〈v2〉. (128)
By demanding the total annihilation cross section to comply with the relic density re-
quirement [102] we obtain
〈σα′v〉+〈σhv〉+
∑
fermions
〈σiv〉 ∼ 3× 10−26 cm3/s , (129)
and so
f ≈ 0.04 . (130)
As a final check we ensure that the LHC upper limit on the hidden decay width of the Higgs
is satisfied; taking note that the decay channel H → ψ¯+ψ+ is now open, we have
η2χv
2
φ
16pimH
+
η2χ∆m
2v2φ
32pim3H
= 0.24 MeV < 0.8 MeV . (131)
In Fig. 6 we exhibit the range of parameters consistent with the 95% C.L. upper limit on
B(H → invisible) [51–54] together with possible signal regions associated with data from
CDMS-II [27]. For mw = 10 GeV, the best-fit intervals at the 68% C.L. and the 90% C.L. are
3×10−42 < σwN/cm2 < 2.5×10−41 and 2×10−42 < σwN/cm2 < 3×10−41, respectively. The
horizontal lines preserve the constant ηχ/mh ratio that allows decoupling of α
′ at T ≈ mµ,
yielding Neff = 3.39.
In summary, we have shown that W -WIMPs of about 10 GeV can simultaneously explain
the observed relic density and the possible signals observed by direct detection experiments,
while avoiding limits from indirect detection experiments. In the near future, the Large
Underground Xenon (LUX) dark matter experiment [109] will collect enough statistics to
probe the ∼ 10 GeV dark matter hypothesis. Concurrent with LUX observations will
be precise measurements of the Higgs branching fractions by the LHC ATLAS and CMS
experiments (operating at
√
s = 14 TeV). This new arsenal of data, when combined with
observations the Phased IceCube Next Generation Upgrade (PINGU) [110], will have the
potential to single out this distinctive Higgs portal light dark matter model.4
4 Since the annihilation rate into SM particles is largely suppressed compared to annihilations into the
hidden sector, this particular model predicts null results at PINGU.
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FIG. 6: ΓH→invisible for varying values of σwN . The plotted values are nearly constant as the terms
from ΓH→α,h dominate the decay width, and thus there is weak dependence on the direct detection
cross section. For varying values of mh we adjust the value of ηχ so that the Goldstone bosons
decouple from the primordial plasma at kBT ≈ mµ, yielding Neff = 3.39. For 200 MeV ≤ mh ≤
700 MeV, the Higgs decay width into the hidden sector varies between (0.006 − 0.92) MeV. The
constant ηχ/mh contours shown here are independent of mw, and therefore span the mass range
7 GeV . mw/GeV . 10.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
γ-ray data in the 1− 100 GeV range from Fermi show a new unexpected feature of the
Milky Way: two huge spheroidal structures called Fermi bubbles, extending up to about
10 kpc (50◦) out of the GC on either side of the Galactic disk. Intriguingly, the bubbles
coincide spatially with the WMAP haze in microwave and the thermal x-ray emission seen
by ROSAT. There is a general consensus in that far from the GC the γ-rays observed by
Fermi originate from inverse Compton scattering of photons from the interstellar radiation
field by the same hard electron population that produces the haze via synchrotron. Very
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recently, a second component of γ-ray emission from the low-latitude regions of the Fermi
bubbles has been identified. The spectral shape of this new component is consistent with
that expected from an approximately 50 GeV dark matter particle annihilating into bb¯,
with a normalization corresponding to 〈σbv〉 ∼ 8 × 10−27 cm3/s, or else with 10 GeV dark
matter particle annihilating dominantly into τ+τ−, with a normalization corresponding to
〈στv〉 ∼ 2× 10−27 cm3/s.
We have shown that W -WIMPs (with mw ≈ 50 GeV) are capable of accommodating
the desired effective annihilation into bb¯. We have also demonstrated that the thermal cross
section required to account for the relic dark matter abundance can easily be obtained if
ww¯ → 2α is the dominant annihilation channel. However, given that the Goldstone bosons
would decouple at 5 GeV (i.e. in the very early Universe), the contribution to the effective
number of neutrinos for the described parameter space is negligible and thus cannot explain
the evidence for dark radiation (assuming there exist no common systematic uncertainties in
the measurements of the Hubble parameter). In the near future, the upgraded LHC together
with the new XENON1T experiment will further whittle down the parameter space, or else
make a discovery.
If mw ≈ 10 GeV, Weinberg’s hidden sector does not provide a viable explanation of the
Fermi bubbles since the W -WIMP annihilation would be dominated by bb¯ rather than τ+τ−.
However, there remains an interesting region of the parameter space which can account for
the alleged signals recently reported by direct detection experiments. In this region, the
Goldstone bosons decouple from the primordial plasma near the 100 MeV temperature,
consistent with the two measurements of the effective number of neutrinos reported by the
Planck Collaboration. In this region of the parameter space, W -WIMP annihilation into
Goldstone bosons is also sufficient for consistency of the observed dark matter abundance.
Furthermore, future LHC measurements will further constrain this sector of the Higgs portal
(or bettter, find a signal), while LUX will close the deliberations on the alleged direct signals.
In closing, we note that the Fermi bubble production mechanism proposed in this paper
is also applicable to more general “hidden valleys” [111, 112]. The mixing between a more
elaborate hidden sector and the visible sector modulates the rate of annihilation into SM
fields and hidden Goldstone bosons.
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